Last night, the Art Production Fund hosted its much-anticipated Gangs of New York Gala at the Down Town Association in NYC. The vintage-inspired theme coincided perfectly with the dress code, "On The Fringe," and everyone from Art Production Fund Director Casey Fremont Crowe to Lauren Santo Domingo had no trouble interpreting it in their own creative (and glamorous) ways. Proenza Schouler's Jack McCollough and Lazaro Hernandez were this year's honorees so naturally they were the most dapper duo in the house. Click through to see who else made our best dressed list!
We interviewed Zoe about her art but last night she was more red carpet glam than paint-splattered artiste. David Schwimmer’s one lucky guy.

Hank Willis Thomas would give Al Capone a run for his money in this getup. Hank Willis Thomas would give Al Capone a run for his money in this getup.

Bettina Prentice and Indre Rockefeller both went for bold in eye-catching printed ensembles. While Bettina looked boho-cool in flowy brights, Indre was mad for plaid.

Lauren Santo Domingo combined two statement-making trends last night (plaid and fringe) while looking effortless and elegant.

We interviewed Zoe about her art but last night she was more red carpet glam than paint-splattered artiste. David Schwimmer’s one lucky guy.

Let’s hear it for the boys! Fashionistas Derek Blasberg and Lazaro Hernandez both took on fitted suits the right way. Points to Derek for the stand-out color!